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iN the last communication Which I had the honour of prr- _
senting to the Royal Society,I stated a number of facts, Which
inclined me to believe, that" the body improperly called in the

modern nomenclature of chemistry, oxymurz'atz'c acid gas, has?"
not as yet’been decompounded ,; but that it is a peculiar sub-

stance, elementary as far as our knowledge extends, and

analogous in many‘ of its properties to oxygene gas.
My objects in the present Lecture, are to detail a number
of experiments which I have made for the purpose of illustrating mere fully the nature, properties, and combinations of
this substance, and its attractions for inﬂammable boci'ies, as‘
.gompared with those of oxygene; and likewise to present
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Mr. DAVY’S nyperiments 0S 1111

Some general views and conclusions concerning the 011121111111
powers of (iifFerent species of matter, and the prepOrtions i11

‘WhiCh they enter into union.
»
I have been almost constantly employed, since the last
session of the Society, upon these researchesyet thiS time hSS
1101‘ been sufﬁcient to enable me to approach to any thing

cempiete 111 the investigation. But on subjects, importent

hath 111 their connexion With the higher departments (01"
‘ehemicai 11hiiesophy, and with the oeconomicai applications 01””
Shemistry, itrurst that even these imperfect 11111111113 Will. 111.11:
Se WhSiiy unemeptehie.
S GS 1511 Cembzmizans (J 0.1231111111sz G115 SSS Oxygene, 1112111
thS MetSlsfmm theﬁxed ﬂZ‘ZeSZzes.

The intensity of the attraction of potassium: foroxymuriaticr‘

(gas, is shewn by its spontaneous inﬂamnwtien in that suit»

stance, and by the vividness of the combustion Isatisﬁeti
myself, by various minute experiments that 110 water iS

separated in this Operation, and that the proportions of the
compound me such that one grain- ofpotassiUm absorbs about.
111.1 Ctihicai inch of 011ymu1~iatie gas. at the mean temperature
11nd. pressme, and: thStthey form a neutralcompeund, Which
undergoes 110 change by f11Si011.‘ I used, in the experiments

17140111 which these Ceneiusions are drawn,1~!11 tray of platine fer;
receiving the potassium; the metal was heated111 an exhausted
vessei, to decompose any WStet absOrhed by the crust of 1.
potash, Which forms upen the potassimn during, its exposme

to the atmosphere, and the gas was. freed. from vapour by:

muriate of lime. ‘ Large masses of petassiumcannmt he made“ '

combzimtions 0f Oxymurz‘atic Gas am? 0.xygem, £956.
t0 inﬂame, Without "heat in oxymuriatic gas.
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In 'aIIeXperim

ments in Which Isfused the potassium Upon glass, the retorts '

broke in pieces in consequence of the violence of the combus' tion, and even in two instances when I used the tray'of platina.
if oxymuriatie gas be used, not freed from vapour, or if the
lpotassinm has been previously exposed to the air, a little

moisture always separates during the process of combustion.
When pure potassium, and pure oxymuriatic gas are used,,
the result, as I have stated, is a mere binary compound, the
same as muriate of potash, that has undergone ignition. ,
The combustion of potassium and sodium in ox‘ygene gas,

is mulchiess vividtha’n in oxymuriatic gas. _ From this pheno-

menon, and from some others, I was inclined to believe that

the attraction of these metals for oxygene is feebler, than
their attraction for oxymuriatic gas. I made several experi~

ments, Which preved that this is the fact; but before I enter

upon a detail of them,tit ,Will be necessary to discuss more.
fully than I have yet attempted, the nature of the’combina"
tions of potassium and sodium With oxygene, and of potash
and soda With water.
_
' I have statedin the last Bakerian Lecture," that potassium
and sodium, When burntin oxygene gas, produce potash. and
soda in a state of extremedryness, and very difﬁcult of fusion.
In the experiments from Which these conciusions are drawn,
as I mentioned, I used trays of platina, and ﬁnding that this
metal was oxidated in the operation, I heated the retort

strongly, to expel any oxygene the pIatina might have absm‘bed, and except in cases when this precaution was taken,
Ifehnd the absorption of oxygene much greater than could
he acceunted for by the productiOn of the aikalies. In all
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cases: in whichI burnt potassium or‘ sodium ih common air;

applying only a gentle: heat, I found that the ﬁrst products:

Were substances extremely fusible, end of a reddish brown
colour, which copiously eﬁ‘erveseed in water, and which bea-

casme dry alkali, by being strongly heated upon platina in the

air, phenomenaM-,-Which, at an early periodof the enquiry, in—

duced me to suppose that they were ‘prot—oxides of potassium
and sodium,

Fintiing‘, in subsequent experiments,..however,

that they deﬂagrated with iron ﬁlings, and. rapidly oxidated
platina and silveryl suspended my opinion on the subject, in-l-i

tending to investigate their nature more fully.

' »

Si’nee that time, these oxides, as I ﬁﬁd by a notice in the
Moniteur for July 5th, 1810, have occupied the attentional?
M. M. GAY LUSSAC and THENARD, and these able chemists have

discovered that they are peroxides of potassium andeodium,
the ene eontaining, according to them, three times as much
exygene as potash, and the other 1.59,.times as much as soda

1 have been fable te conﬁrm in a generalway these interest-

ing results, theugh i have not found‘any means of ascertaine-

iing aceureteiy, the quantity of oxygene contained in these
new oxides. When they are formed upon metallic suhetaneesg there is always a eensiderable oxidation Qf. the metal,
even thetigh plating). be employed. I have used at platine
tray iined With muriate 0f potash, that had been fused; but
in this. case, though i am inclined to bveiieve that some alkali
‘was‘ibrmedat the same time With the peroxides,.yet I obtained.

an ahserpton of 2.6. cubical inches, in a case When 53 grains 0&3
potassium were employed, and; 0f 1.63 cubical inches, in a case

When a grain of sodium was used, but in this last instance, the

eeige of the éplatine tray had been eeteti upen by the iiaetui

Coméfmtz‘om 0f Oxymun’atz’c Gas and Oxygene, 55%.
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and was oxidated.‘>‘e The mercury in the barometer in these
experiments stood at 30.12 inches, and that in the thermometer
at 692° ‘FAHRENHEIT. ‘
When these peroxides were formed upon muriate of potash,

the colour of that from. potassium was of a bright orange ; that
from sodium of a darker orange tint. They gave oft oxygene, as M. M. GAY LUSSAC anti THENARD state, by the action
. of water or acids. They were converted into alkali, as the

French chemists have stated, by being heatedwith any metallic
or inﬂammable matter. - They thickened ﬁxed oils, formingia
compounds that did not redden paper tinged with turmeric,
without the addition of waten
When potassium is breught in contact (With fused nitre,

in tubes of pure glass, there is a slight scintillation only,
and the nitre becomes of a 'red brown colour. In this
operation, nitrogene is prociuced, and the oxide of potassium
formed;

I thought that by ascertaining the quantity of mitten

gene evolved bythe action of a given weight of petassium,
and comparing this with the quantity of oxygene disengaged
from the oxide by water, It might be able to determine its
composition accurately. A grainof potassium acting in this
way, I found produced only T1566 of nitrogene; am} the red
oxide by its action upon water, produced less than half a
cubical inch of oxygene, so that it is probable that potash as
well. as its peroxide is formed in the 0perati0n..
*" M. M. GAY LUSSAC and TH E’NARD have stated in the paper above referred to,
that common potash and barytes abserb oxygene when heated. It would seem that
the action of the fixed alkalies, and of barytes on. platina, depends on the production

of the peroxides. ,I have little doubt but that these ingenious gentlemen wit}. have
anticipated this observation, in the detailed account of their experimentsa
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Sodium, when brought in contact with fused nitre, produceci; 1*

a violent deﬂagration. ‘ ' In two experiments in Which I used a
grain of the metal, the tube broke with the violence of the
explosi011.I succeeded in obtaining the solid results of the
’deﬂagration 0f—- a grain of sodium, but it appeareci that 110
peroxide had f0ﬁ11ed,f0r the mass gave 110 oxygene by the
action of water
When potassium is burnt111 a ret01t of pure glass, the 1e»suitis partly potash and partly peroxide, and by 21 10mg 0011-tinued red heat the peroxideIS entirely decompOsed.

A grain of potassium was gently heated in a small green

glass retort containing oxygene; it 70111nt 910“1y, and wit}:oa
feeble ﬂame; a quantity0f oxygene was absorbed eqUai tO-f
of a cubical inCh; by heating the retort to (11111 redness oxyu
gene was expelled equal to T6823" of a cubical inch; the mercury
in the thermometer in this eXperiment stood at 63° FAHREN“
1111311“, and that in the barometer at 30.1 inches.
11/1~ eXperiments 011 the electrical decomposition of potash
~.zand soda, when the VOLTAIC battery employedcontains from
500 to 1000 series in fully action; the metals burn at the

m0ment of their production, and foim. the peroxides; and it

is pr0bable, from the 'obserVations of M. RITTER, that these

bodies may be produced likewise in .VOLTAIC operations on
potash, at the positive surface.

In my early experiments on potassium and sodium, I regarded the fusible substances appearing at the negative sur»
faée, in the VOLTAIC circuit, as well as those preduced by the
exposure of the metals to heat and air, as prot—oxides, and as-

similar 10 the results obtained by heating the. metals in C011»
tact With small quantities of alkali.
'

10121111115011 of 01ymztrz’atszds and Oxygene, 69%;.
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I have repeated these last operations,
in which I conceiveci
that prot—oxides Were formed
- Potassium‘and sodium, when heated in glass tubes in contaCt

With about half‘ of. their weightof potash and soda, that have:

been ignited, become ﬁrst of 1a bright azure, then prociuce a1

eonsiderable “quantityof hydrogene, and at last form a gray

coherent mass, not fusible at, a dull; red. heat, and'which gives

hydrogene by the action of water.
1
Whether" these are true prot—oxi‘d‘es, or, merely mixtures
111‘ the alkalinemetals with the algikalies, 011 With the alkalies and!
1educed silex from-the glass, 1 shallhot atpresent attemptto
decide.
4
Potassium I ﬁnd heated in a similar manner With fused

potash,111 a tube of platina, gives after having- been ignitedﬁ

ﬂark mass that effervesces with: water,1 but even in this case, it:

may be said that the alloy of platma and potassmm interferes,

and that the substance18 not a protoxide,but merely dry alkali;
mixedwith this alloy.

As the pure gaikalies were unknown, tiII- the discovery of

110tass111111 and sodium,9* and as their properties have never"

been described, it Will perhaps be proper in this piace to
11otice them brieﬂy.
11 5111111. apprOached nearly to the‘discovery 0f the pure aliéairies.~ H15 cemented
shiid caustic potash with iron ﬁlingsin a long continued heat, and states, that in: this:
wayan alkali “'valde causticumi’isproduced. Specim. Becb. part ii. page 2155',
H1: procured causticvalkali also, by» decomposing nitre by the metals. Id. 11. 253;.
I ﬁnd that whennitre is decomposed in a Crucible of platina, by a strong red heat,
a yellow substance remainsywhich consists 11f potash: and Oxide of platina, appartntiy
in chemical 10111111111011. The undecompeunded potash w hich comes over in the
hmaessfor promring potassium by ithe'gun-barrel, is of an olive colour; and affords;

1111121112 of. iron 111115 its 11311111011 in water. Pure potash wiilprobably befound 1111 11211111
11111 afﬁnity 1111' 111111131. metallic oxides:
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Wl1en“_petassiu_m and Sodium are burntin oxygene gas

upon platina, and heated to redness to decompose theper-

oxide of potassium, the 'alkalies are ‘of a grayish green colour.

They are harder than common potash or soda, and, as well as

I c0111ddetermine by an imperfect trial, of greater speciﬁc
gravity. They require a strong red heat for their perfect
ﬂuidity; and evaporate slowly, by a‘ still further increase of
temperature. 'When smallquantities of water are added to
them, they heat violently, become white, and are converted

into hydrats, and then are easily fusible and volatile.
When potassium or sodium ‘is burnt on glass, freed from
metallic oXides, and strongly heated, or When potash or soda

is formed fmm the metals by the action of a minute quantity of
water, their colour approaches to White ; but in other sensible

,propertiesﬁhey resemble the alkalies formed upen metallic sub-

stances; and are distinguished in a marked manner by their
diﬁiCult fuSibility from the potash and soda prepared by alcohol.
M. D’ARCET,’ and more distinctly M. ‘BERTHOLLET, have

Concluded thatthetloss of Weight of common fused potash and

soda, duringtheir combination with acids, depends upon the

expulsion of water, Which M. B‘ERTHOLLET has rated at 13.9
per cent. for potash, and M, D’ARCET, at 27 or 28 for potash,
and 28 or 29 for soda 9"
,

I have stated in the last Bakerian Lectme, that my own
results led me to conclude, that fused potash contained about
16 Or 17 parts in the 100 of water, taking the potash formed}

by adding oxygene to potassium as a standard.
The experiment from WhiChI drew my conclusions, was
made on the action of silex and potash fused tegether, and,
*1“ Annales de Chimie, tom.,6.8,.page 190‘,

combinations of Oxymurz‘atz‘c Gas andOxygene, 59%,
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I regarded the loss of weight, as the indication of the quantity

of moisture.
.
—
Iam acquainted with 110 experiment on record, in which

' water has been actually collected from the ignited ﬁxed
alkalies, and this appeared necessary for the complete eiuch
dation of the subject.
a
I heated together in a green glass retort, Io grains of

“potash, (that had been ignited for several minutes), and. 100
grains of beracic acid, which had been heated to whiteness fer
nearly an hour. The retort was carefully weighed, and 0011nected with a small receiver, which was likewise weighed;
the bulb of the retort was then gradually heated till, it became.
of a cherry red; there was a Violent effervescence in the
retort, a ﬂuid condensed in the neck, and passed into the receiver. When the process Was completed, the whole of the
retort 'was strongly, heated; it was found. to have lost 6%!
grains, and the receiver had gained 5.8 grains. The ﬂuid
that it contained was water, holding in solution a minute quam-~
t‘ity of boraCic acid, and when evaporated, it did not leave an
appreciable quantity of residuum.
A similar experiment made upon soda, heated to redness,

but in which the water collected was not weighed, indicated

22 9 of water in 100 parts of soda.
It may be asked, whether part of the water evolved111 these
processes might not have been produced from the bo1acic acid,
or formed in consequence of its agency; but the following

experiments shew that this can not be the case in any sensible,
degree.

‘

‘

I heated 8 grains of potassium, With about 50 grains of
boracic acid, to Iedness111 a tube of platina, connected with _a
1 1113000111.

*

C

‘1 o
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glass tube, kept very cool; ,but I found that no moisture
Whatever was separated in the process.

I mixed a few grains

of potassium With red oxide of mercury, and ignited the mix-

ture in contact With boracic acid, but no elastic pioduet, except

mercury was evolved
I made some potash by the combustion 0f potassium in
a glasstube, and ignition of the peroxide,i added to it dry
boraCic acid, and heated the mixture t0 redness. Sub-borate
ofpoteish was formed. and there we3 hot the slightest i11dica~

tions ofthe presence of moisture. i“

ItIs evident from this chain at" facts, that 60111111311 potash
at These processes must not however be considered as shewing that‘boracic acid
that has been heated to whiteness is entirely free from water 5 they merely prove that?
such an acid gives off no water by combination with pure potash at a red beat. - I

have found that boracic acid in perfect fusion, and that has been. long exposed to the
blast of a forge, and that has long ceased to eﬂiervesee, gives globules of hydrogene;

when dry iron ﬁlings are made to act upon it. 1” added to 54, grains of beracic acid in
complete fusion, in a‘ crucible of piatina, 75 grains of ﬂint glass that had been previously heated to whiteness, and immediately reduced into powder in a hot irOn morn
tar; by raising the heat so as to produce combinatien, a copious eﬁ’ervescence W213
produced ; and after intense ignition fer half an hour, the mixture was found to have

lost three grains and a quarter.
.
The cembinationsef boraeic acid with potash and soda, that have been heated t0
redness, I ﬁnd lose weight When their temperature is raised to a much higher
degree. Thus, in an experiment made in the laboratory ofmy friend JOHN GEORGE
CHILDREN, ESQ and in Which Mr. 'CHILDRBN was so kind as to co’operate, 71

grains of hydrat of potash, mixed With 96 of boracic acid that had been heated as
strongly as possible in a blast furnace, last by fusion together inta red heat 11 grains,
but on raising the temperature to whiteness the loss increased to above 13 grains.
55,5 grains of hydrat of soda, mixed with 80 of boracic acid, examined at intervals
in a process of this kind, continued to lose weight for half an hour, during which time
they were frequently heated to whiteness» ; at the end of this period the whole loss was
14. grains, of Which atleast one grain and a half may be referred to the acid.

95

grains of soda, ignited to whiteness in a platina crucible, With 140 of dry ﬂint glassy
lost 22.2 grains ; 80 grains Of beracic glass were added to this mixture 5 a fresh eﬁerm

,

eembz‘nmfzhrzs of Oxymu‘rz'atz’c Gas and Oxygme, £995.
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311131 soda; ate hydrate, and the bodies formed by the . comhus~
tion of the alkaline metals, are, as I have always stateti, pure
metallic oxides, (as. far as 0111‘ knowledge extends) free {10111.
,waterﬁi‘
Vescehce took place, and after intense ignition for a few minutes, there was an addi«
tional'loss bf weight of four grains and a half. The energy with which water
adheres to certain bodies in other cases, isrshewn by the experiments of M. BERTHOLLET, Mem. d’ArcueiZ, tom. ii; page 47. Indeed it is impossible to say that 11
neutral compound, or ~21. ﬁxed acid is ever entirely free from water; it is only the ﬁrst
proportions that are easily separated. If the proportions of water in common potash

and soda were to be judged of from their loss of weight, in combining with boracic

acid, it would appear to be from 19 to 20 per cent. in the ﬁrst, and ﬁom 23to 25 in

the second.
’1‘ After the experiments detailed in my two last papers, it may perhaps appear 1111+
necessary, at least to those enlightened British chemical philosophers who have closely
followed the piogress of science, to oﬂ’eriany new evidences to prove that potassium
and sodium are not hydrurets ofpotash and soda, particularly as 7M. M. GAY LU 5.8 A c
and TH ENARD, the ingenious advocates of this notion have acknowledged, in _ the
Moniteur to which I have before referred, that it is not tenable ; but on a subject 59

intimately connected with the most reﬁned departments of chemical philosophy, and
with so many new objects of research, additional facts, cannot be wholly devoid of use

wand application.

'

Mr. DALTON, in the second volume of the work which he entitles “ A New System

qf Cbemz‘cal Pbilosopby,” of which he has had the goodness to send me a copy, has,
I ﬁnd in his first pages, adopted theidea that potash and soda are metallic oxides;

hut in the latter pages has considered them as simple bodies, and the metals formed
from them as compounds of potash and soda with hydrogene. He has given no facts
in favour of this change in his Opinion : his principaliargument is founded upon th-c
process ”in which I ﬁrst obtained; potassium. Common potash is a hydrat.' when oxygene is procured from this by VOLTAIC electricity at one surface, and potassium at
the other surface, Mr. DALTON conceiving that this oxygene arises from the water,
* states that the hydrogene of the water must combine With the potash to form potas-

sium.

It is evident, that adopting such a plan of reasoning, lead or copper might be

proved to be hydrurets of their oxides, for When these metals are revived from their
aqueous acid solutions, oxygene is produced at the positive surface, and no hydrogene
at the negative surface.
‘
111 my ﬁrst experiment: for producm g potassium and sodium, I used aweak
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I shall new resume the detail of theexperiments that
I have made, on the relative attractions, of oxymuriatic gas
and oxygene, for the metals of the ﬁxed alkalies. I burnt
a grain of potassium in oxygene gas, iii] a retort of green

glass, furnished With a stopmcock, and heated the oxide
formed, to redness, to convert it ihte potash; half a cubiscal inch of oxygene was absorbed.

The retort was ex»

hausted, and very pure oxymuriatic gas admitted.

The

power, and in these instances procuring the metals in very small quantities only,
I perceived n~o eﬁ‘ervescence. \When from ﬁve hundred to one'thousand plates are
used for producing potassium, there is 3. Violent effervescence, and a production of
’hydrogene and sometimes of potassutetted hydrogene, connected with the formation
of the metal.
' Potassium, brought in contact with red hot hydrat of potash, disengages abundance
0f hydrogene, and the whole is converted into diﬁicultly fusible potash.
' 327 grains of hydrat of potash that had been ignited, were made to act in a gun’harrel on 74.5 grains of iron turnings heated to whiteness. Some hydrOgene was lost,
”and some hydrat of potash remained undecompounded, yet 225 cubical inches of inﬁammable gas were collected, and 50 grains of potassium, and a large quantity of an
aiioy of potassium and iron formed, ”so that it is scarcely possible to doubt that 311 the.
iiydregene produced from the decomposed thydrat of potash was liberated.
Mr. DALTON conceives that. there is an analogy between potassium and sodium»

and “the compounds of hydrogene with sulphur, phosphorus, and arsenic; but
I am at 1055 to trace any similarity between sulphureted hydrogene, which is

a gaseous body, soluble in water, and having acid properties, and a highly inﬂammable solid metal which produces alkali by combustion. Potassium might as well be
eompared to carbonic acid.

Mr. DALTON cbnsiders the volatility of potassium and

sodium as favouring’the idea of their containing hydrogene ; but they are less volatile than antimony, arsenic, and tellurium, and‘ much less volatile than mercury.
mentions their low speciﬁc gravity as a circumstance favourableto this idea.

He

I have

on a former occasion examined this argument, ﬁrst brought forhiard by M. RITTsag;
but it may‘not be amiss to add, that if potassium is a cdmpound of hydrogene and

pdtash, hydrat of potash must contain an equal quantity of hydrogene, With the addi;
tion of a light gaseous element, oxygene, which might be expected to diminish
rather than to increase the speciﬁc gravity of the compound. ‘ Mr. DALTON states,
g). 488‘, that potassium forms. dry hydrat of potash, by decomposing nittous gas

comézhazfzbm 0f Oxymurzkztz'c Ga: and 0xygene, €252;
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colour of the petash instantly became White, and by a gentleheat, the Whole was converted into muriate of potash: a cubical.

inch and 5- 0f 0X37muri'atie gas were abserbed, and" exactly
half a cubical inch of oxygehe generated. The hammeter'
during this ‘operation was at 30.3, the thermometer at 622’
FAHRENHEIT. E made several experimentsof the same kimt,

but this is the only (me on Which E can place entire depenw-v
dence.

When E attempted to use larger quantities Of p0tes-~

sium, the retort usuatly broke during the cooling of the giass;

and it was. not pesséhle to gain any accurate results in employ-rihg metallic trays. The potassium was spread. into. a. thin:plate, and: of course Wasmucxh oxidated» befere its admission
into the. retort, Which rendered the absorption of oxy’gene a;

little less than it ought, to have been. In‘ the process it was
heated: in vacuo before the cembustion, to decompose the
water in the crust of potash ; for in cases When this precautioln’I

was not taken,I found that hydrat of potash sublimed, and
lined the upper part of the retort, and from. this the 0X5];-

muriatic gasseparated water as well as exygene.
The phenemenon of the separation of water from hydrat 0f
potash by oxymuriatic gas, was happily exempliﬁed in an
experiment in which I introduced oxymuriatic gas to the

peroxide of. potassium, formed inta large retort; and in Which;

and nitrous oxide; this is not the case I: and he does not refer to experiment; I ﬁnd,
by some very careful trials, that potassium attracts the oxygene and some of the nitro~
gene from these bodies, and forms a fusible compound which may be decomposed,

giving off nitrogene and its excess of. oxygene, by a red heat, andwhich becomes.
ﬁcmsb, and notdry hydratof potash.
M. M GAY LUSSAC and THENARD have convinced themselves that potassium
and sodium are not hydlurets 0f potash and soda, by a method similar to that

which I adopted and published some months before, namely, by ptoducing neutra!
531:3; fmm them.

'1 1,
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the potassium had been cavered with a. considerable crust of
hydrat 0f (potash. The upper part of the retort and its neck
contained a white sublimate 0f hydrat, whichhad risen in

combustion, and which was perfectly opaque. As soon as

the gas was admitted, it instantly became transparent from the
evolution of water; and on heating the giassin contact with
the s_ubiimate, its opacity was restored, and water driven off)

‘ In various caSes in which I heated dry potash, or mixtures
of potash and the peroxide, in oxymuriatic gas, there was no
separation of moisture, except when the gas contained aqueous

vapour; and the oxygene evolved in the process, when the.

heat was strohgly raised exactly corresponded to that ab;
sorbed by the potassium. .

\Vhen muriatic acid gas was introduced to potash formed

f10111 the combustion of potassium, water was instantly
formed, and oxymuriate of potassiumf“ I have made 110 ac~
curate experiment on the proportions of muriatic acid gas dee-

composed by potash, but I made a very minute investigation,
of the nature of the mutual decomposition of this substance,

and hydrat of potash
Ten grains of hydrat of potash were heated to redness1n a
.tray of platina, which was carefully weighed, it was intro»
duced into a retort which was exhausted of air, and the retort

was ﬁlled with muriatic acid gas. The hydrat of potash was
heated by a spirit lamp; water instantly separated in great

abundance, and muriate of ‘ potash formed. A strong heat

was applied till the process was completed, when the tray was

taken out and weighed; it had gained 2‘ggrains.
3
A minute
quantity of liquid muriatic acid was added to the muriate, to
* i. e. Marian of potash.

combzimtzbns of Oxymurz'atz'c Gas and Oxygene, €650.
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ensure a cemplete neutralization, and the trayheated to red‘

«ness: there was no additional increase of weight.

In the few experiments which i have made on the action of

sodium and soda on oxymuriatic gas, the phenomena“ appeared

precisely analogous; but sodium, as might haVe been expected, absorbed nearly twice as much oxymuriatic' gas as

potassium.

‘

e

‘

When common salt that has been ignited, is heated with

"potassium, there is an immediate decomposition, and by
1 giving the mixture a red heat, pure sodium is; obtained; and
this process aﬁbrds an‘ easy mode, and the one I have always.

«lately adepted fer procuring that metal.

N0 hydrogene is:

«disengaged in this operation, and two parts at potassium I ﬁnd

J produces rather more then onetof sodium.

From the series of proportions that I have communicated in
my last paper, it is evident that 1‘ grain of potassiumeought te-

absorb 1.08 cubical inches of oxymuriatic acid ; andthat the
potash formed from one grain of potassium ought to deconvpose about 2.16 cubical inches of muriatic acid gas; and these

estimations agree very nearly with the‘resu—It of experiments.

The estimation of the Composition of soda, as deduced from

the experiments in the last" Bakeriah lecture, is 25.4 of
oxygene to 74.6 of metal, and this would give the number

representing the proportion in Whieh sodium combines with

bodies 22; ;* from which it is evident, that a.grain'of sodium
* Or if soda be considered as deutoxide, which seems probable from the expert.

,ments‘detailed page 4., 44.; and on this s‘upposion, the salts of soda must. be conceived-

to contain double proportions of acid. On either datum the proportion of oxygene in

water must be taken as 7:5, and that of hydrogene as 1, though other numbers might

be found as divisors or multiples of those which would equally harmonise with
the general doctrine of deﬁnite preportions.

In my last communication to the

Society, I havei‘qu‘oted Mr. DALTON as the original Author of the hypothesis,
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ought to absorb nearly 2 cubical inches of oxymuriatic gas, amt
that the same quantity converted into seda, would decompose

nearly four cubical inches of muriaxtie gas.

Muriate et‘ soda

bug‘ht on this idea to contain one proportion of sodium, ea,

and one of oxymuriatic gas 32.9; and this estimation is very
near that Which may be gained from Dr. MARCET’S analysis
of this substance. Hycirat of potash ought to consist of
a propertion of potash, represented by 438., and one Of water,

represented by 8.5.

This gives its composition as 15.1 of

Water, and 814.9 of potash. Hydrat of soda ought, according to

theory; to‘contain 1 preportien of soda 9.9.5, and 1 of water
“8.5, which Will “give in 100 parts 9.2.4 of Water; and the
experiments that I have detailed, conform as Well as can be
expected with these conclusions,
The proportions of potash and soda indicated, in difietent
neutral combinations, by these estimations, will be found te

agree very ‘nearly With those derived from the most accurate
analysis, particularly those of M. BERTHOLLET; or the dif~
fetences are such as admit of an easy efhianatien.

i stated in my last communication, the probability that the

oxygene in the hyperoxymuriate of potash was in triple com»
'bination with the metal andoxymuriatie gas; the new facts
that water‘consists of I particle of oxygene, and I of hydrogene; but I have since
found that this opinion is advanced, in a work published in 1289. A comparative
‘ View of tbe Pblogistic and Antipblogistic Theories, by WILLIAM ‘HIGcim. In
this elaborate and ingenious performance, Mr. HIGGINS has eveloeed many happy
sketches of the manner in which (on the corpuscular hypothesis) the particles or
emolecules of bodies may be conceived to combine; and some of his views, though
formed at this early period of investigation, appear to me to be more defensible, aseuming his data, than any which have been since advanced; for instance, he considered

pinitrous gas as composed of two particles of oxygene, and one ofﬂnitrogene.

Mr,

,Hiesms had likewise drawn the just conclusion respecting the constitution .of

combinations qf Oxymurz‘atz’c Gas and Oxygene, €996.
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respecting the peroxide conﬁrm this idea, Potassium, perteetly saturated With oxygeneg would probably contain six
sulphuretted hydrogene, from its electrical decomposition.

As hydrogene is the sub-

stance which combines With other bodies iﬁ the smallest quantity, it is perhaps the
most ﬁtted to be represented by 11nity, and on this idea the proportions in ammonia.
will be 3, of hydrogene to 1 0f nitrogene, and the number Lepresenting the smallest:
pr0p01tion in which nitrogene is known to combine will be 1 3.4.. M1. DALTON, New
Systemoj Chemical Philosophy, pages 323 and 436, has adepted 4.x; or 5,1, as the
number representing the weight of the atom of nitrogene .; and has quoted my experiments, Researches, Chemical and Philosophical, as authorising these numbers ; but all

the enquiries on nitric acid‘, nitrous gas; nitrous oxide, and on the decomposition of
nitrat of ammonia stated in that work, conform much more nearly to the number I 3.4..

According to Mr. DALTON, nitrat of ammonia contains one proportion of acid and
one‘of alkali, and nitrate of potash two proportions of acid and one of alkali; but it I
is easy to see that the reverse must be the case. Nitrate of ammonia is known
to be an acid salt; and nitrate of potash a neutral salt ; which harmonizes with the
views above stated. MnDALToN estimates the quantity of water in nitric acid of
Speciﬁc gravity 1.54, at 27. 5 per cent; and this, according to him, is a stronger acid
than he obtained by decomposing fused nitre by sulphuric acid, Which contained only .1
19 per cent. of water, and one quantity of sulphuric acid, according to him, will pro»
duce from nitre, more than an equal weight of nitric acid; and he supposes 110 water -

in nitre; so that his conclusion as to the quantity of water. in liquid nitric acid on his
own data must be incorrect. I ﬁnd water in fused. nitre, by decomposing it by boracic _

, acid.

’

I shall enter no further at present into an examination of the Opinions, results, and

conclusions of my learned friend ; I am however obliged to dissent from most of them,
and to protest agaihst the interpretations that he has been pieased to make of my ex»
periments 3 and I trust to his judgment and candour for a correction of his views.
It is impossible not to admire the ingenuity and talent withwhich Mr. D ALTON has
arranged, combined, weighed, measured, and ﬁgured his atoms 3 but it is not, I con»

ceive, on any speculations. upon the ultimate particles of matter, that the true theory of
deﬁnite proportions must ultimately rest. It has a surer basis in the mutual decemw
position of the neutral salts, observed by R10 HATER and GUY TON DE MQRVEA U, in
the mutual decompositions of the compounds of hydrogene and nitrogeneg 0f nitrogene

and oxygene, of water and the oxymuriatic compounds ; in, the multiples of oxygene
in the nitrous compounds 5 and those of acids in salts, observed by IBIS. WoLLA-STOM

MDCCCXL
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proportions; for,w.according to Mr. CHENEVIX’S analysis, which

is conﬁrmed by" one. madein the Laboratory of the Royal

Institution, by Mr. E DAVY, hyperexymuriate 0f potash must

consist of 40.5 potassium, 329 oxymuriatic gas, and45 of
oxygene.
I have mentioned, that by strongly heating the peroxide of
potassium in oxymuriatic acid, ail the oxygene is expelled,
and a mere combination of 'exymuriatic gas and potassium
formed.

I thought it possible, that at a low temperature, a

combination might be effected, and I have reason to believe

that this is the case. I made a. peroxide of potassium, by
heating potassium With about twice the quantity ‘of nitre, and:
admitted oxymuriatic gas Which was absorbed: some oxygene
was expelled on the fusion of the peroxide, but a salt remained,
Which gave oxymuriatic gas, as well as rhuriatic acid, by the

action of sulphuric acid.

5

*

It seems evident, that in the formation of the hyperoxy-n

muriate of potash, one quantity‘of potash is decomposed by
the attraction of oxymuriatic gas to formmuriate of potash;
but the oxygene, instead of being set free in the nascent state,
enters into combination with another portion of potash, to form
a peroxide, and with exymuriatic gas.
The propertions required for these changes may be easily
deduced frem the data Which have been stated in the preced—
ing pages. 5 propertions of potash, equai. to 24.0 grains, must

be deeempesed to ferm with an equal number of proportions

and THOMSON; anti above all, in the decompositions by the VOLTMC apparatus.
Where oxygene and hydrogene, exygene and inﬂammable bedies, acids and alkalies»
(56!: must separate in unifonm ratios.

rombz'natz'ons qf Oxymun'al'z'c Gas (ma? Oxygene, £636.
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of oxymuriatic gas equal to 164.5 grains, 5 proportions of

muriate of potash equal to 367 grains; and 501~ oxygene equal

' to 37, 5 grains, combined with one 111' potash, equal to 48, must

unite in triple union with one of oxymuriatic gas equal to 32.9,
to‘form one proportion, equal to 118.414 grains of hyperoxy~
muriate of potash.

'

I

3. 0n the Combination; of the Metals 0f the Earths, with,
I
' Oxygene and Oxymurz‘atz’c Gas.
The muriates of baryta, lime, and strontia, after being a

long time in a White heat, are not decomposabie'by any simple
attractions: thus, they are not altered by dry boracic acid,
though, When water is added to them, they readily alford
muriatic acid and their peculiar earths.

From this circumstance, I was induced to believe that these
three compounds consist merely of the peculiat metallic bases,
which 'I have named barium, strontium, and caleium, and.
oxymuriatic gas; and such experiments asI have been able

to make, conﬁrm the conclusion.

.

When 'baryta, strontia, er lime, is heated in- oxymutiatic

gas to redness, a body precisely the same as a dry muriate is
formed; .and oxygene is expelled from the earth. I have
never been able to effect so Complete a decomposition of these

earthshy oxymuriatic gas, as to ascertain the quantity of oxy—
gene produced from a given quantity of earth. But in three
experiments made with great care I found that one of oxy-

gene was evolved for every two in volume 01 oxymuriatic gas

absorbed.
I‘ have not yet tried the “experiment of acting upon oxym
muriatic gas by the bases of the alkaline . earths; butI have

De
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not the least doubt that these bodies would combine directly
, with that substance, and. form dry muriates.
In the last experiments thatI made on the metallizatiOn of
the earths by amalgamation, I paid particular attention to the

state of the products. formed, by exposing the residuum of
amalgams to the air. I found that baryta formed in this way
was not ﬂisibie at an intense white heat, and that strontia and

lime so formed gave soft 110 water when ignited. Baryta made

from Chrystals of the earth, as M. BERTHOLLET has shewn, is a

=fusible hydrat, andI found that this earth gave moisture when
‘ciecomposed by oxymuriatic gas ; and the iime, in hydrat of
lime, was much more rapidly decempesed by oxymuriatic gas

than quicklime, its oxygene being rapidly expelled with the
water.‘

a

Some dry quicklime was heated in a retort, ﬁlled with

muriatic acid gas; water was instantly formed in great abundance, and it can hardly be doubted, that this arose from the
hydrogene of the acid ..~combinihg with the o‘xygene of the
lime.
As potassium so readily decemposes common salt, I thought

it might possibly decompose muriate of lime, and thus aﬁord

easy means of precuring calcium.

The rapidity with which

muriate of lime ahserbs wate'r,lanci the difﬁculty of freeing it
jeVen by a white heat from the 133i: portions, rendered the cine
eumstanCes of the experiments unfavourable. I found, howe

ever, that by heating potassium strongly, in contact with the
salt, in a retort 0f diﬁicultly fusibie glass, Iobtai‘ned a dark
coloured matter, dithised through a Vitreous mass, which eifer»

veseed strongly With water. The potaSsium had all disap»
geared, and. the retort had receiveti a heat at which petassium

* 43077152321215sz (3f Oxymuriatiic G513 ma? @xygeee, @621
entirely volatilizes.

e1

I had similar results With murie‘te 0f

Stron:tia,1and (though less distinct, more potassium distilling

off unaltered) with muriete 0f barytei Either the bases of
the earths were wholly or partially deprived of exymuriatie
gas in these processes, 01‘ the potassium had entered. inte
triple combination With the muriates. I hope 011 a futere ace
easion to be able to decide this point.

A Combinations of muriatic acid gas With magnesia, eiumine
and silex, are all éecomposed by heat, the acid being driven

eff, end the earthttemaining free. ??I fcehjxeCtured frm this (firm
eumstance, that oxymuriatic gas would not eXpeI exygene
from these earths, enﬁ the suspicion was conﬁrmed; by eX‘peri-s
ments.

1, heated magnesia, alumine, and silex to redness in.

oxymuriatic‘gas, but no change took place.
M. M1"GAY LUSSAC and THENA‘RD have ishewn that beryta;

is capable of absorbing oxygene ; and it seems likely, (as ae—s

cording to Mr. CHENEVIX’S experiments, most of the earths
are capable of becoming hyperoxymuriates) that peroxides of

their bases must exist; 1
V
I endeavoured to combine lime with more oxygene, by
heating it in hyperoxymuriate of potash, but without success,

at least after thisprocess it gave offno oxygene in combining
with water. The salt,ca11eci oxymuriate of lime, made for the
use of the bleachers, I found gave off oxygene by heat, and.
formed muriate of lime.
From the proportions Which I have given in the last
Bakerian lecture, but which were calculated from the analyses

of sulphates, it folloWs that if the muriates‘ of 1baryta,

etrontiagand lime, be regarded as eontaining one prepertieh

m
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0f oxymuriatic gas, and one of metalﬁheu they would 00511-1

SiSffi (:11 7111311111111, 46st1~0ntium, and 21 calCium,t0 32.9 of

axymuriaﬁc gas.
T0 determinehow far thesg numbers are accurate, 50 grains

of eachof these muriates that had been heated to : whiteness

we're decomposed by nitrate of 1111111111 piecipitate was 001lected, washed, heated, and weighed.

The muriate of baryta, treated 'in this way, [afforded 68
grains of horn-silverg
Th1 muriate of. strontia 85 grains.
The 11111112119 0f lime 125 grains.

From experiments 10 be detaiied in the” next section, it ap»

pears that horn-sﬁver corlsiSts 0f 13 of silver to 3.9 of oxyu

111111111119 gas, 911111 consequently that barium should be repreSemed by 65.1, 3119111111111 b3 46 1., and calcium by 20.8

4 071 the Combzimtzms (3f the Common Metals, wzth Oxygene
11nd Orymurzatzc Gas.
111 11111 11111113 WhiCh '11 1s usual to adopt111 this lec11u‘e, it will

11111 be 11115311112: 1'01 1113 10 gwe more than an outlme of the
11111116111113 experiments that 1 have made on the combinations.
11f 'o'xynmriatic gas with metals; I must conﬁne myself 10 a

genera} 1111111111111 of 1118 11101336 of operating, and the results;

1‘ 113911-111" aE-cases smaﬂ retorts of gmen glass, Containing

{101113 1:0 6 cubicai inches, fumighed with stopcacks. The

1111111111111 substances were introduced, the retort exhusted and:

ﬁlled with 1116 gas to be acted 11111311,. heat Was applied'by

1* If M1 JAMES THGMPSGN’5 analysis of sulphate of barytes be made the basis of
acaiculatmn, sulphumc acid being esnmated as 36,1hen the number representing
11a1ium will be about 65.5,

eombzizatz'ons of Oxymmiztz'c Gas. and Oxygene, Es’c.
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means of a spirit lamp. and after cooling, the results were

examined, and the residual gas analysed.

.

All the metals that Itried, except silver, lead, nickel, cOba‘It,
and gold, when heated, burnt1n the exymuriatie gas, and the,
volatile metals with ﬂame.

Arsehic,,,a11timeny, tellurium and

zinc with a white ﬂame, mercury. withfa red ﬂame.- Tin b1171-

cameignited to ..whiteness, and iron and copper to rednessi‘;
tungsten and manganese to dull redness; piatina was scarcely
acted upon at the heat of fusion of the glass.
The product from arsenic was butter of arsenic; adense,

lim’pid, highly volatile ﬂuid, a nohwconductor of electricity,
and of high speciﬁc gravity, and which when decomposed by.
water, gave oxide of. arsenic and muriatic acid, . That from

antimony, was butter 10f antimony, an easily fusible and vola-

tile solid, of the colour of horn-silver, of great density, cryse,

tallizinzg on ceoling in hexahedral plates, and giving, by its
decomposition by water, white oxide.
The product from tellurium, in its sensible qualities, re' sembled that from . antimony, and gave when acted on by
water white oxide.

1 The product from mercury was corrosive sublimate. That
from zinc was similar in colour to. that from antimony, "but
was much less volatile.
The combination of oxymuriatic gas and iron, was ofa
bright brown; but having a lustre approaching to the men ‘ tallic, and was iridescent like the Elba1ron ore.

It volatilized

at a moderate heat, ﬁlling "the Vessel with beautiful minute

crystals of extraordinary splendour, andcollecting1n brilliant
plates, the form of whichI could n01: determine. When acte11

1.1m by water, it gave red muriate of1mm

.
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Cepper formed a bright redi'bmwn substance, fusible ate
heat below redness, and becomingr crystalhne and semi-transa
parent on coding, and Whichgave a, green ﬂuid and a. green
precipitate by the action of water ‘
The substancefrom*manganese Was 1101: Volatile at a dull ‘
red heat; it was of a deep brown colour, and by the action of“
water became of a brighter brown: a muriaie of manganeseg
which. did not redden litmus remained in solution ; and an in-é
soluble imatter remained of a chocolate colours?“ I

Tungsten afforded a deep orange sublimate, Which, When

ﬂecomposed'by water, afforded muriatic acid, and the yellow

oxide of tungsten

Tin aﬁ‘orded LIBAVIUS’S liquor, which gave» a muriate by

the action of water containing the'oxide of tin, at the maximum
of oxidation.

Silver and lead produced horn-silver-and horn-lead, and

bismuth, butter ofbismuth. The abserption of dxymuriatie
gas was in the following proportiens for two grains of each
of the metals: for arsenic 3.6 cubical, inches, for antimony
*2 It is worth enquiry, whether the precipitate from oxymuriate of cepper by water
is not a hydrated submuriate, analogous111 its composition to the crystalized muriate

of Peru.

This lastI ﬁnd affords muriatic acid and water by heat

‘

The resin of copper discovered by BOYLE, formed by heating copper with Corro;
sive sublimate, probably contains only I proportion of oxymuriatic gas, Whilst that
above referred to must contain 2
1 When muriate ofmanganese is made by solution ofits oxide111 muriatic acid, 3.
~ neutral combination15 obtained, but this is decomposed by heat_, muriatic gas ﬂies,

0H, anci- brown oxide 0fmanganese remains.

In this respect manganese appears as a

iink between the ancient metals and the hewly diseovered ones. fits muriate is decom.
posed like that of magnesia ; and its oxide is the only bne amongst those long known;

as far as my experiments have gone, which neutralizes the acid energy 01" miriatie
acid. gas, so as to prevent it in seiution fiom affecting vegetable biues

eombz'natzbns 0f Oxymurzkztzh Gas and Ongeize, és’c
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33.1, for tellurium 24,1231“ mercury 1.053“ for zinc 32, for iron
5.8, for tin 4., for bismuth L5, for copper 3.43, for lead .9”,

fey silver, the absorption of volume was 79.5, and the increase
of weight of the silver was equivalent to T55 of a grainr?“
In acting upon metallic oxides by oxymuriatie gas, I found
that those of lead, silver, tin, copper, antimony, bismuth, and
" tellurium, were decomposed in a heat below redness, but the
oxides of the velatile metals, more readily than those of the-

.ﬁxed ones. ‘ The oxides of cobalt and nickel were scarcely
acted upon at a dull red heat. The red oxide of iron was not
aﬁected at a strong red heat, whilst the black. oxide was rapidly

decomposed at a much lower temperature ; arsenical acid unu.

derwent no‘change at the greatest heat that could be given it
.in the glass retort, whilst the white oxide readily decomposed.
In cases where oxygen‘e was given Oh", {it was found exactly

thesame 'in quantity as that "which had abeen'absorbed by ‘the

metal. Thus 2 grains of red oxide of mercury absorbed 3'96
of a cubical inch of oxymuriatic gaS, nd afforded 0.4.5 of oxygene}: Two grains of dark olive oxide from calomel decome
9% The gas 'in th‘eseexpefiments was not freed from aqueous vapour, and as stopcocks
«ofbrass were used, a little gas might have been absorbed by the surface of this metaI,.so
that the processes offer only approximations to the cemposition of the oxymuriates. The
processes on lead, tellurium, iron, antimony, coppen, tin, mercury, and arsenic, were

carried tonin three successive days, during which the height of the mercury in the
barometer varied from 30.26 inches to 30.15, and .the height of that in the thermo’
meter from 63.5 to‘61 FA-HRENHEIT.
The experiment on silver was made at the temperatureof 5.12 Fan REN HBIT, and

:under a pressure equal to that {of 29.9 inches.

‘

1- This agrees nearly 'with an0ther experiment made by my brother, Mr. Jenn

"Davy, in which 12 grainsof silverincréased to 15.9 during-their conversion into

'I-horn-silver.
1-1 have made two analyses of corrosive sublimate and calomel, with considerable
MDCCCXI;
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posed by potash, absOrbed abaut4255of oxymuriatic5was, and
afforded
”53.5 of oxyge13e,a11d corrosive .sublimate was. prom
(2111:3211113 3:11: cases.
In the decemposition of 11113 Whifeoxid‘e of zinc, I oxygene

Was eXpelled exactly'equal to half the volumeof the” oxyamuriatic acid absorbed.

In the case of. ‘thedecompositivohbf

3113 black oxide of 11011, 1111111113: 13711133: oxide (1311131311133, the

chmges that occm'red were. of a very. beautifﬂl kind; 1'10 OXy~

gene was givénzoﬁ' in either. case, but ' butter of arsenic,a11d

3118131110111 acid formed-in one instance, and the ferruginoussublima'ée, andred oxideof iron in the? Other.»
care.

I déCompoéed 100 grains of Cbrrosive sublimaté, by 90 grhins of hydrat of

potash. This afforded 79.5 grains of orange Coloured oxide bf inercury, 40 grains of
Which afforded 9 I 5' cubicalincﬁmof oxygene gas; 111: nmriafe 03" siiver formsd 110313
the ICC)33'33315 was 302.5.
100 grains of calomd, decomposed by 905«min: of pokash, afforded 83 grains of
0113's coloured oxide of merculy, of which 40 g1211113 gave by decomposition by heat
4. 8 cubiéal incheslof-roxygam.

grains W33 58 75 grains.

The quantity of _.ho1'11-'sil111:1' formed fromwhthe 101'.)

'

In the seccnd analysis, the quantity 01" oxide obtained item 11011051111: sublimate was

78. 7; the (1113133337 01' 1111113333 331' sﬁver formed was 103 4, the oxide produced from
calomel weighed 83533333311;, the hom-«sﬂvm formed was 57: grains. I am inclined to
Put 111031: conﬁdence1n 1111311111 analyses, but the tenm 01both'13 to shew that the gum.
tity of 0.35111111112111ch:33 1111 13011031318 sublimate,'1s exactEy double that'm calomel, a11d
that the orange 13.31111: 30113333315 tw1ce as much oxygene as the black, ths 111echry beige

censidered as 12312 531311:331 33 The: 011116 colour of the 031111: forms{3 1510111 caloznei;
is owing, to a 111gh1 aduﬁxture of orange oxide, ﬁrmed by the oxygene 01' the water
used in pxecipitation; me tint I ﬁnd'IS almost b1ack,when a boilincr Solution of

Potash15 used, and trituration, with a little orange oxide b1ings t1e tint to olive. It
has been stated, that the olive oxide thrown dOWn from Canmel by petash'15 a, sub»
muriate; but I have never been able to ﬁnd a vesﬂge0f muriamc acid'331 it When Weﬁ
washéd It'35 not easy ta 013321133 Perfect premsion in analyses of the oxides of mercury;

watei' adheles to the oxides, which cannst be 611111er 6111313311 01‘? without the e‘xpulsiog
of some oxygene In all my expe1iments, though the 0x1des had been heatedto :1
temPerature above 212, a little dew collected'111 the neck ofthe retort, so that the413
grains 1311351: have been over-rated
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Two grains of white oxide of arsenic absorbed 0.8 of oxy-

muriativc gash

’

I doubt not that the same phenomena Will be found to occur

in other ginstancesh,-in which the metal, has eomparativety a
slight attraction only for oxymuriat‘ic gas, and When it is sus-i—
eeptible of different degrees of Oxydation, and in Which the

peroxide is used; h . f

The only instance. in which Itried to decompose a common
metallic oxide, by muriatio '_ aeid, was in that of the fawn

coloured oxide of tin; water rapidly sepanated, and LIBAVIUS’S

liquor was formed.

From theproportiohs Which may: be gained in eonsidering

the volumes of oxymuria’tio gas abSorbed by thediﬁ'erent me-

tals, in their relations. to the quantity of oxygene Which would

be required to ;.convert them into; _oxides_;,,i,t would appear, that-

in the ex periments towhioh I have referred,,_either 01713: two,

or three; proportions oft oxymuriatic gas combine with one of
metaLand coneequently, from the composition of the muriatesy,

it will be eaey‘to obtain the numbers representing the pro—

portions in: whi‘chthese metals may be conceived to enter into

other Icompoundsxf:

L

9* A singular ‘inStance: of the tendency of the oxide of arsenic to become etsenicel
acid, "occurs in its action on fused‘hydrat of potash,“ the water in" the hydrat is rapidly
decomposed, and arseniuretted. hydrogene evolved, and arseniatej of potashformed. ,
1- From the experiments detailed in, the note in the opposite page, it would appear
that the number representing the proportion in which mercury combines must be
abelit zoo. ‘ That of Silver, as would appear from the results, page 25, about 100.

The numbers of other metals may be'learnt from the data in the same page, but from
what has been stated, these data cannot be considered as very correct.
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5- General Conclusions and Observatz'onS, illustrated 5}”
Experiments.

All the conclusions which I venturedto draw in my last
communication to the Society, will, I trust; be found to be con-

ﬁrmed by the whole series of these new enquiries.
Oxymuriatie gas combines With inﬂammable bodies, to
form simpie binary compounds; and in these cases‘ when it
acts upon 0Xides, it either pmduces the expulsion of their
oxygene, or causes it to enter into new Combinations.

If it be said that the oxygene arises from the decomposition
of the oxymuriatic gas, and not from the oxides, it may be
asked, why it is always the quantity contained in the oxide;
and why in some cases, as those of the peroxides ofpotassiﬂmv
and Sodium, it bears no relation to the quantity 'of gas P?

If there existed any acid matter in oxymuriatic gas, coma
bined with oxygene, it ought to be exhibitedin the ﬂuid coma»

pound of one proportion of phosphorus, and two of pxya

muriatic gas; for this, on such an assumption, should consist“
.of muriatic acid (on the old hypothesis; free from water) and
phosphorous acid; but this substance has no effect on litmus?

paper, and” does not act under commen circumstances, on
ﬁxed alkaline bases, such 'as dry lime or magnesia. Oxy~
muriatic gas, like oxygene,1nust be combined1n large quantity With pemiliar inﬂammable matter, to form acid matter. ,In
its union with hydroge‘ne, it instantly reddens the driest litmus.

paper, though a gaSeous body.

Centrary‘ t0 acivds,~‘it expele

exygene fromipro’coxides, and’ combines with peroxides;

When potassium. is burnt in oxymuriatic gas, a dry come-

pound is obtained.

If potassium combined. With. oxygene ie.

'

combz'natz'ons of Oxymuﬁatz'c Gas and Oxygene, 59%.
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employed, the whole of the oxgene is expelled, and the same

compound formed.

It is contrary to sound logic to say, that

”this exact quantity of oxygene is given off from a body not

_ known to be compound, when we are certain of its existence
in another ;‘ and all the cases are parallel.
An argument in favour of the existence of oxygene in oxy~
muriatic gas, may be derived by some persons from the Circumstances of its formation, by the action of muriatic acid on
peroxides, or on hyperoxymuriate of potash ; but a minute in- I
vestigation of the subject will, I doubt not, shew that the

phaenomena of . this action are entirely, consistent with the
views I have brought forward. By heating, muriatic acid gas

incontact with dry peroxide of manganese, water I found
was rapidly formed, and oxymuriatic gas produced, and the

peroxide rendered brown. N0w as muriatic acid gas is known
to consist of oxymuriatic gas and hydrogene, there is no
simple explanation of the result, except by saying that the
hydrogene of the muriatic acid, combinedwith oxygene from

the peroxide to produce water.
SCHEELE explained the bleaching powers of "the oxymuriatic
gas, by supposing that it destroyed colours by combining with
phlogiston. BERTHOLLET. considered it as acting by supplying

oxygene. I‘ have made an experiment, which seems to. prove
that the pure gas is incapable of altering vegetable colours,
and that its operation in bleaching depends entirely upon its

property of decomposing water, and liberating its oxygene.
I ﬁlled a glass globe containing dry powdered muriateof
lime, with oxymuriatic gas. I introduced some dry paper
tinged with litmus that had been just heated, into another globe.

containing dry muriate of lime; after some time this globe...-
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-was eXheustedz, and then connected With the globe containing

“theeXymuriatiC gee, 211111 by an appmhriate set Of stopCCCks,
the paper was exposed to the 21011011 of the gas. N0 Change 01'
:rce1e111"took 11121012 and a1ter twodays there was sCerCeiy a
11131C1. ptib1e aiteratien.
Some similar paperdried,“ introduced into'gas thatghad not

been eXpCsed t0 muriate of lime, was instantly rendered 121111ite.91
Paper that had notbeen previously dried, brought in con—
—tact With dried gas, underwent the same change, but more
.Siowiy.

’ The hyperoxymuriates seem to owe their bleaching powers

entirely to their loosely combined oXygene; there is a strong
”tendency in the metal ofthose inic‘ommon use, to form simple
COmbinations With oxmeriatiC gas, and the oxygene is easily
expelled 01* attracted from them.

i

It is. generally stated in chemical‘books, that oxymuriatic
gas is. capableof being condensed and crystallized at a low
temperature ‘; I have found by several eXperim‘entS that this is

not the case. (The solution of oxymuriatic gas in water

freezes more readily than pure water, but the pure gas dried
by mhriate of lime undergoes no change whatever, at a temperature of 40 below 0° of FAHRENHEIT. The mistake seems
to have arisen frOm the exposure of the gas to cold1n botttles
containing moisture.

I attemptedto decomposeboracic and phosphoric acids by

oxymuriatic gas but Without success,° from which it seems,

probable, that the attractions of boracium and phosphorus for
5" The last experiments were made1n the laboratory of the Dublin Society, mast of

the preceding ones in the laboratory of the Royal Institution, and I have been permitted to refer to them by the Managers of that useful public establishment

mmmms gr” ﬁxymfzzrz'cztz‘c Get (27ch Oxygene, £996.
oxygene are stronger then for oxymiuriatic— gas.
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And from.

the ex‘petimentsi ”have! aheadydetailedﬁmh amt arsenic are

analogous in this respect, ahd probably some other metals. '

Potassium, sodium, calcium, strontium, barium, zinc, mercury, tin,’lead, and probably silver, a'ntimeny, and1‘g0M seem

to have a stronger attracti'011-~~f0r“ o‘xymuriatic gas than for

oxygene;

I have as yet been able to make very. feW-experiments ion

the combinations of the oxymuriatic compounds with each
other, or withoxides.

The liquor from arsenic, and that

fmmtin, mix, producing an increase of temperature; and the

phosphuretted, and: thesulphuretted liquors! unite with each
other, and with the liquor of- LIBAVIUS, but witheut» any remarkable phenomena.

vlheated lime gentiy ina green glass tube, and passed: the
phosphoric suhhmate; the saturated .oxymuriate. of; phosphorus
through it, in vapeur; there was a violent action-With the pro—
duction. of heat and lightend a gray fused mass, wasformed,

which‘aﬁhrdeﬁ by theaetion of water, muriategand .phOSphate:
of lime.
: I introduced some vapour from the heated phoSphoric»sub-\

hmate, into an exhausted ‘retert containing dry paper tinged

With litmus: the colour slowly changed to pale tee}.~ This.
feet seems in; _ femur 0f «the idea that the Substance“ is
m; 310mg; but as some minute quantity of aqueous vapour
might have been present in the receiver, the 'experimentscan-

‘ not «be regarded 'as decisive; the strength of . its attraction
fer ammonia, is perhaps likewise in favour of this opinion.
AH the ~ oxym‘uriates that: I havetried, indeed farm triple coma
peunds with this alkali; but phosphorus is expelled by a gentle

3e '
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Sheet from ihe other compounds of oxymuriatic gas and~ pheea

pherus with ammenia, and the substance remaining. in eemm,
binatien is the phosphoric sublimate.
6. Same Reﬂeciz’ons‘ (m the Nomenclature of tile Oxymm’z'ati}:
'

Compounds;

V

"Te call a body which is not known to contain oxygene, anci
‘WhiCh cannot contain muriatic acid, oxymuriatic acid, is com-

trary to “the principles of that nemenclature in which it is‘
aadopted ; and analteration of it seems necessary to assist the

pregress of discussion, and to diffuse justideas on the subject.
if the great discoverer of this Substance had signiﬁed it by“

any simple hrame,.it weuid have been properto have recurred

i’to it; but, dephlogisticated marine acid is a term which can

hardly beadopted in 'the present advanced aera of (the‘science.
After»~~»consu1ting some of :the most eminent chemical philos::sophers in this eou11try,ait has been judged most propento

euggesta name founded upon one of its Obvious and charac~

rteriStic properties—m-its, colour, and to {call it Chlorine, or
*Chhrz'b gasf‘i
Should ithereafter be discovered to‘be compound, and. even

:10 contain oxygene, this meme can imply no errdr, and cannot

xfneeessarilyrequire a change.

§

I *

Most of the salts Which have been called muriates, are not

éxknewn'telgcontain early muriaticacid, oran‘y oxygene. 'lhus‘
QLIBAVJUS’ES liquor,:theughconverted into aimuriate by water;
eontainssonly tin and oxymuriatic gas,.andihorn—silver seems
incapable of' being; cenverted {into a true muriate.
,J venture to propose. for the compounds of oxymuriatie
f‘ Fromwxhaegosi
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gas and inﬂammable matter, the name of their bases, with the

termination tme.

Thus argentane may signify horn-silver ;.

stannane, LIBAVIUS’S liquor ; antimonane, butter of antimony ;

sulphurane, Dr. THOMSON’S sulphuretted liquor ; and so on for the rest.

V

.

A in cases when the proportion is one quantity of ‘oxymuriatic
gas, and one of inﬂammable matter, this nomenclature Will be

competent toeXpress the class to Which the body belongs,
and its constitutiOn. In cases When two or more proportions

of inﬂammable matter, combine With one of gas ;' or two

or more of gas, with one of inﬂammable matter,-it‘ may be
Convenient to signify the proportions by afﬁxing vowels before
the name, when the inﬂammable matter predominates, and:

after the name, When the gas is in excess ; and in the order.
of the alphabet, a signifying two, 6 three, 2' four, and so on.

The name murifatic acid”, as applied to the compound of”
hydrogene ands oxymuriatic gas,there seems to be no reason;

for altering.

And the compounds of this batty with Oxides:

should be eharacterized. in the. usualmanner,’ and as the other-

neutral salts;
Thus muriate of ammonia. and! muriate of magnesia,..ares

perfectly correct expressiolls..

I shall“not.dwell.‘any*'10ng.er:at present upon this subjectr—v
What K have advaheett, Eadvance merely as suggestion, t and:
principally, for the purpose of calling the attention of phi-loso-- *
phers to itst As chemistry improves, many other alterations:
*9 It may be conceived that aname may be found for the oxymuriatic gas insome
modiﬁcation of its present appellationwhich may‘harmonize With the new- views, and»
which may yet signify its relation to the muriatic acid, such as demuriatic gas, or

exymuric gas; but in this case it would be necessary to call "the muriatic acid, 113%»
drogenated muriatic acid, or hydromuriatic acid 3 and the salts which containeit

MDoocxn .,

.
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W111 he {1:399{{{99193,?: 9119 {1:19 1:9 he hoped that Whenever they take
hythegehated 119111‘19t9s 91: hym0991“.“es 5 and on sueh 9 plan, the compounds 01""
xym11ri9t'1c gas must he {2392269 denmriates 01‘ oxyhmriates, which i conceive would
create mare 901119ex1ty‘ 9911:1 difﬁculty in unfolding just ideas on this department of
{thenﬁeal knowledge th9n the methods whieh I have ventuled to propose. It may
however he tight, considering the 11119111: state of the inveStigation, to suspend, for a.
a time, the adoption of any new terms for these compounds.

I t is possible that oxy-

mutiatic gas may be compound, and that this body and oxygene may contain some
common principle 5 but at present we have no more right to say that oxymuriatic gas
contains oxygene than to say that tin {contains hydrogene; and names should express
things and not Opinions ; and till 9 body is decompounded, it should be considered

as simple.

in the last number of Mr. NICHOLSON’S journal, Which appeared February 131:,
Whilst this sheet was correcting for the press, I have seen an ingenious paper, by Mrs
M U R 11 AY, ofEdihhurgh, 111,11 hieh he h9s attempted to shew, that oxymuriatic gas con9
tains oxygene. His methods are, by detonating oxymuriatic gas in excess, With 21111in
thre of hydrogene, and gaseous oxit’le of cat'bone, When he supposes carbonic acid is
formed,° and by mixing exymutiaticb995 in excess, with sulphutetted hydrogene, When
he supposes 5111;191:919 acid, 01‘ sulphuseehs 9911'}1s {01med In some experiments, in
which my brother, Mr. jonm DAVY, W93 {‘0 90011 93 1'0 eo—opetate, made over boiled
mercury, we {01111911191 7 parts of hydmgene, 8 pants 01 gaseous oxide of carbone,
and 20 parts of oxymuriatic gas, exhioded by the electric spark, diminished to 9b0ut

30 measures 5 and calomel was farmed on the sides of the tube. On adding dry mm
11101119 in excessg 911d expesing the remainder to water, a gas remained, which equalled

more than 9 me9911195, and Y{{hieh W95 99 seous oxide ofcarbone, with no more impurity
than might be expected from the 911‘ in the gasses, and the nittogene expelled fmm the:

ammonia; so that the oxygem: in Mr. MURRAY’S carbonic aeid, it seems, was oha
tained from water, 01' from the cathenie oxide.

Suiphutetteti hydrogenes added over

dry mercury, to oxymhriatic998 111 9x1:ess, inﬂamed in two or three eXperiments;
muriatie acid gas containmg the vapour of exymutig{e of
s11phur, was formed, which
V when neutmlized by ammonia, gave muriate 01 ammonia, and a combination 0109mm
mania, and oxymuriate O'fsulphur.
“When 9191xture of oxymuriatic gas in excess, and sulphuretted 31319909919, W95

suﬁeted to pass into the atmosphere, the smell was that of oxymumate of suhahuts

there was not the slightest indication of the presence of any suighume 01' sulphm'eous
91:91.. if Mr. MU 11 11 A? had used ammonia, instead of water, for anaiyzing his rmtﬂtsg
i do not think he would have concluded, that oxymuriatic gas is eagmhle 0f {1131:0919
position by such methods,

1 Shall not, at ptesent, enter upon a detail (:35 {other experiments which i have m9d9

condbz’natz’ons 0f Oxymm'atib Gas and Oxygene, Ca’c.
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place, they will be made independent of all speculative views,
and that new names will be derived from some simple and

invariable property, and that mere arbitrary designations Will.

be employed,’ to signify the class to Which compounds Qr Sim“

pte bodies belong. '

on this subject, in co-operation with my brother, as. it is his intention to refer to them,
in an answer to Mr. MURRAY’S paper.
I shall conclude, by saying, that this ingenious chemist, has mistaken my views, in
supposing them hypothetical; I merely state what I have seen, and what I have found,

There may be oxygene in oxymuriatic gas ; but I can ﬁnd mine. I repeated. Mr.
Mt; RRAY ’5 experiments with great interest; arid their results, when water is excluded,
entirely conﬁrm all my ideas on_ the subject, and afford no supgort tq the hypothetical.
ideas) which he has laboured so zealousiy to defend.

